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Introduction

by Bengt-Christer Ysander*

For a sn:all open country like Sweden the ability of the manufac

turing industry to adjust rapidly and smoothly to changes in rela

tive world prices is of crucial importance. The oil price hikes in

the 70s tested this ability in a dramatic fashion, creating at the

same time a particularly good opportunity for studying the mecha

nisms and the adjustment problems involved in industrial factor

substitution. Economists all over the world have hastened to ex

ploit this opportunity and, as a result, our knowledge of indus-

triai production structure and factor adjustment h~s increased

considerably over the last few years.

The papers assembled in this volume, focusing on energy use in

Swedish manufacturing, all share this Common aim of mapping

and measuring industrial adjustment to price changes. However,

as appropriate for a still developing research area, they try alter

native approaches, using different models and analytical tech

niques.

Mechanization and energy use - the postwar ~~rience

From the end of the war and up to the first oil price hike the

ongoing mechanization had a dominant influence on energy use in

Swedish manufacturing. This is one of the main lessons to be learn

ed from the first paper - by Joyce Dargay - tracing energy

prices and energy use in the postwar period.

* The Industrial Institute for Economic and Social Research (IUI),
Stockholm.
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Mechanization meant"· continuous substitution of both capital and

energy for labor in industrial production af!d it usually also

meant electrification. The specific use' of electricity (Le., electri

city input per unit of output) in manufacturing thus increased

steadily during the 50s in spite of shar"ply rising electricity

prices, stagnated in the 60s when prices were falling both in abso

lute terms and relative to other energy prices, but started mount

ing again in the latter part of the 70s, when electrici ty prices

were catching up with other energy prices.

The other dominant postwar trend in energy use, viz. the switch

from solid fuels to oll, can also partly be interpreted as away

of saving labor, whose wages, up to 1973, grew steadily fast~r

than both capital and energ.y costs. Altho~gh the coal price paid

by manufacturing industry t~nded to keep pace with the oil

price, although with a certain time-lag, the labor costs involved
: ~ l j

in handling eoal made oil adv~ntageous to use, at least up to th~

first oil price hi,ke. In: terms of spe.cifie uS<3:g~ the main switch to

oil oeeurred already in the early 50s. Although prices for heavy

oil were completely stagnant up to the middle 60s, the speeific

011 use in manufaetu~ing. did not inerease further during this pe

riod. The first oil price hike led t<:> a eonsi~erable drop in speeif

ie oil usage, which then further declin~d at the end of the de

cade.

The continued rapid decrease in the use of solid fuels togeth~r

with the eurtailed oil use during the 70s, resulted in a steady re

duction in total specifie energy use from the middle of the 50s.

About a quarter of this t<?tal energy saving was due to the chang-
. .

ing branch str~cture. With a few exeeptlons - printing, chem-

icals "a.nd shipbuilding the energy'/?utput ratio fell in all manu

facturing branches.

The dominant influence of mechanization and labor saving on in

dustriai energy demand underlines. the importance of analyzing

energy use within the framework of production models, ineorporat

ing all the substitution possibilities between different inputs.
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There are wellknown reasons for distinguishing also between ma

nufactur ing branches wi th dif ferent technologies, dif ferent capi tal!

output and energy/output ratios. The price data collected by Dar

gay indicate another and less discussed reason for disaggregation.

They show i.a. that in 1968 the energy intensive branches - pulp

and paper, chemicals, primary metals and non-metallic mineral

products - paid on the average 1/7 less for heavy oil and only

half for electricity compared to other branches. After 1973 there

is, however, a considerable convergence of energy prices between

branches in the case of petroleum products partIy due no

doubt to a shortening of contract lengths and a reduced signifi

cance of rebates to large consumers. The energy intensive branch

es thus faced a rise in energy prices during the first half of the

70s that was on the average 40 % larger than that experienced

by the other sectors.

Alternative ways of measuri~~actor ~ubstitution

Any attempt to explain and measure the possibilities of factor

substitution in industry must at the start make two kinds of

basic choices: a choice of aggregation level and a choice of ad

justment paradigm.

The choice of aggregation level involves at least three different

dimensions of the production structure: technologies, factors and

firms.

There is obviously a limit to the degree of technological detail

that could and should be included in an economic productian

model. The use of approximate (or "generalized") descriptions of

technologies in the form of production functions and of aggrega

tions of those over different technologies has the advantage of

small data requirements and computational ease. The disadvan

tage is the introduction of approximation and aggregation errors

in the nurnerical results. The risk of distorted and biased results

caused by the functjonal approximation is particularly great if

the functions used are such as to place a priori restrictions on
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the factor substitution to be measured. Fortunately, theoretical

research in the 60s and 70s has provided us with a family of flex

ible functional forms like the generalized Leontief and the

translog - which l.a. do not assume any restrlctions on substi

tution elastici ties. (For a short survey of these developments cf

Field-Berndt, 1981). Simulation experiences indicate, however,

that the aggregation error may still be large enough to make 1t

difficult to get stable and consistent estimates on substitution re

lationships from aggregate descriptions of teehnologies (cf. Kopp

Smith, 1981).

The eonditions for subsurning different machines and constructions

under an aggregate capital measure in the production function, or

for aggregating different labor inputs, have been thoroughly dis

cussed over the past years. In the present studies we have to deal

with yet another kind of factor aggregation - the aggregate treat

ment of different sources of energy: petroleum products, solid

fuels and electricity. This brings into focus two new and interest

ing questions. Is the supply of energy to industrial plants so flex

ibly designed that energy production from different sources, the

primary energy al1ocation system, can be treated as completely

independent or "separable" - from other technological deci

sions?

The second question is eoncerned with causation in the opposite

direction. How much will the optimal internai allocation of "com

posite capital" depend on the relative price of energy and the

way it is produced? As stated above aiready, our intuitive

reading of the postwar experience indicates a rather strong de

pendence both ways. The rapid substitution of oil for eoal in the

50s was probably not only motivated by labor saving but in part

dlctated by the new technologies imported from the U.5. On the

other hand it seems evident that the oil price hikes in the 70s

had an important and different impact on the profitability of dif

ferent types and vintages of existing production capi tal. Any re

sults of studies dealing with aggregate capital and energy in the

conventionai way must therefore be interpreted with great cau

tion.
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Aggregating over firms adds yet another problem dimension,

since i.a. the rate of utilization in the firms may vary with thelr

different positions and strategies in the market and the resulting

allocation of production between firms may not be stable over

time.

Having decided on the proper level of aggregation, one is still

left with the choice of adjustment paradigm, l.e., the decision

about how to model the way production is adjusted to market

changes.

One part of this choice is concerned with modeling the market

on which the producers are supposed to operate. If one should

take into account the particular kind of say oligopolistic market

structure involved, should discern both sides of the mutual adjust

ment of supply and demand, and consider also the possibility of

disequilibrium pricing, the modeling ambitions could easily outrun

the available resources for estimation. The market is therefore

usually treated in a very simplified manner , e.g., by assuming the

producers to be price takers and/or to operate withln fixed mar

ket shares.

Changes in market conditions should caU forth two kinds of sup

ply adjustment. The short-run adjustment is concerned with accom

modating the market changes within existing capacity by chang-

ing the current production and with that the cost-minimizing

input demandso The long-run adjustment is initiated by capacity

changes, due both to technological changes and to investment/

scrapping activi ties. Since adjustment is costly and time-consum

ing the relevant decisions will stretch far into the future, and

will depend on expectat.ions which in turn may be buUt on histori-

cal experience going far back in time. Because of the obvious dif

ficulties involved, very few attempts have been made so far to

model this adjustment process explici tly as an intertemporal opti

mization under uncertainty. In most studies the dynamic element

is simply represented by some rather ad hoc lag structure or ac

celerator relation. (For a thorough discussion of the various stag

es of dynamic adjustment representation, see Berndt, Morrison,
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Watkins, 1981). Indeed the majority of studies on factor substi

tution documented so far are based on static models which com

pletely disregard the existence of adjustment constraints, assum

ing instead full and instant adjustment. As for technical

change, whether embodied or disembodied, it is usually, for the

sake of computational convenience, treated as neutral. This

means disregarding the possibility observed in many econo

metric studies - that the rate and direction of productivity

change may depend on relative factor prices.

Most of these problems of simplification and model choice are ex

emplified in the four studies of industrial substitution possibilities

contained in Part II. Table l gives some indication of the variety

of models and methods used by the different authors. The first

five columns are concerned with characteristics related to aggre

gation, the next two columns reflect the choices of "adjustment

paradigm" while the last indicates the method of estimation.

Dargay uses time-series data to estimate factor cost shares for

twelve manufacturing branches. Her translog cost functions

include capital, labor, intermediate goods and energy as argu

ments, with the aggregate energy input being alternatively meas

ured directly in ferms of physical energy units or estimated indi

rectly as a cost-minimizing mix of primary energy inputs. Her

model is essentially static with Hicks neutral technical change.

Both a homothetic and a non-homothetic functional form were

tried, with the non-homothetic formulation giving more signifi

cant and consistent results. Dargay did not, however, succeed in

producing separate estimates of rates of return to scale and tech

nical change. An FIML estimation program was used in two stag

es - firstly to estimate the cost-minimizing energy mix and se

condly to estimate the cost-shares of the aggregate factors.

The Jansson study of the Swedish iron and steel industry is based

on the same time-series data as the Dargay study, deals with the

same aggregate factors - although assuming proportionality in



Table l Four approaches to measuring factor substitution

Production Form of
Level of factors in eost Adjustment Teehnieal Method of

Author Data Coverage aggre~ation estimation function constraints change estimation

J. Dargay Time-series Total Twelve C,L,M,E,. Translog - Hicks Two-stage
1952-76 manu- branches E(e,o,s)a neutral FIML

facturing

L. Jansson Time-series Iron and Capital C,L,E~ -"- Vintage -"- FIML
1952-75 steel vintages capital,

of demand and ......
branch profit de- U1

velopment

Lo Hultkrantz Cross-section Wood, pulp Produetion I,L,M,e,oa Linear Supply - LP
statistics and paper activities constraints,
and in within current
engineering northern plants capacity and
data, 1979 Sweden available

irivestment
options

S. Lundgren Engineering Iron and Production C 9L,M, -"- Short run: - LP
data steel activities e,o,sa capacity

constraints
Long run:-

a C = Capital E = Energy I = Capi tal investment o = oil
L = Labor M = Intermediate goods e = electricity s = solid fuels
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the use of intermediate goods - and used the same FIML esti

mation program. However, there are several important differ

ences between his study and that of Dargay. In the Jansson study

the dif ferent annual vintages of production capital are distinguish

ed in the model. Even more important, Jansson's model, which

is of the "putty-clay" type, attempts to explain adjustment in

terms of gross investment and scrapping of productlon capacity,

with the technology of the new capacity reflecting current factor

prices. In such a dynamic model, "substitution effects" in terms

of technological adjustment in new capacity to short-term chang

es in factor prices, may be· overlaid and dominated by "vintage

effects", resulting from adding new capacity to an existing stock

which reflects techniques and prices over the past thirty years.

Two inputs - like capital and energy - may then be substitutes

in the technological sense and yet be complementary over time,

even without non neutral technical change. In this way, the Jans

son study reconciles the diverging and controversial resul ts obtain

ed in earlier studies of the elasticity of substitution between ca

pital and energy in variöus manufacturing branches.

The two following studies both use a radically different approach.

Instead of time-series data they use cross-section and/or engi

neering data and are then able to model individual production ac

tivities within the branch in question. For the same reason .ther·e

is no need for them to try to aggregate the diverse kinds of pri

mary energy resources. To be able to handle this mass of techno.

logical information, they are forced to linearize all relations, so

that ;optimal production plans can be computed with linear pro

gramming techniques. Whqe in the preceding studies elasticities

of substitution could be computed from parameters of the estimat

ed functions, they can now only be very roughly approximated

by comparing the outcome of different runs of the LP-models.

Hultkrantz' study of the wood, pulp and paper industry in north

ern Sweden encompasses two periods and includes different pack

ages of investment options for the two time horizons. The op

tions are those currently considered by the firm at the time of
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the enquiry (1979). In terms of ~his multiperiod model Hultkrantz

can define a concrete and specific meaning and measure for the

distinction between short-run and long-run adjustment. A special

feature of the Hultkrantz model is the Jact that the paper and

pulp industry is here embedded within alarger model, which

takes explicit account of alternative uses of wood - for the saw

ing industry and more particularly for heat generation. One of

his main conclusions, of great importance and relevance for cur

rent Swedish energy policy, is that only very drastic further in

creases in the relative oi! price could make wood-based heating

stations a serious competitive threat for the forest-products indus

tries. This and related results are derived by maximizing the

quasi-rents to industrial capacity and the price of stumpage sub

ject to the constraints set by industrial capacity, investment op

portunities and available volumes of wood of different kinds.

Lundgren's study of the iron and steel industry is entirely based

on engineering data and blueprints for future technologies. His

model is essentially a static one-period model with explicit cap

acity constraints. Long-run adjustment can be defined and meas

ured byeliminating all capacity constraints. While Hultkrantz' ex

periments are based on maximizing profits 'or quasi-rents, Lund

gren's simulations all deal with cost-minimizatio'n, holding the out

put mix constant.

Same numerical results

Four different ways to model reality lead to four different

modes of designing 'questions about factor substitution - and

imply four different types.of answers. We will make no attempt

here to survey or summarize the numerical results recorded in

the four studies in Pa~t It The examples presented in Table 2

below merely serve the purpose of illustrating the variety of nu

merical experiments performed and of substitution mechanisms in

vestigated.



Table 2 Elasticities of substitution - some numerical resu1ts·*

Type of
Author e1asticity Branch

--
J. Dargay Allen partia1 Total manu-

e1asticity of sub- facturing
stitution = O'

Price Wood, pu1p
e1asticity =.€ and paper

Iron and stee1
(Primary meta1s)

-

L.Jansson - - Iron and
stee1

LlHultkrantz Are cross-price
e1astieity =e
(profit maxi
mization under
supp1y and eapaeity
eonstraints)

Wood, pu1p
and paper
in
northern
Swerlen

Energy(oi1) - Energy(oi1) - Oi1 -
- Capital - Labor E1ectrieity Energy (oi1)

O'EC= -1.43 1
O'EL= 0.12 1 O' = 0.21 2 E = -0.29 3

oe 00

O'EC= -0.59 1
O'EL= 0.02 1 er = 0.22 2 E = -0'.28 3

oe 00

O'EC= -0.66 1
GEL= -0.61 1 G = 0.24 2 E =.-0.26 3

oe 00

O' = 0.82 4 G = 2.634
EEE= -0.98 4

EC EL ,
.......
ro,

e = -0.57 5 e
Lo

= -0.29 5 e = -0.72 5 e = -0.49 5
lo eo 00

S. Lundgren Are eross-priee
e1astielty = e
(eost minimi
zation for given
output mix)

Iron and
stee1 e = -0.26 6

eo
e

00
-4.3 6

l Homothetie eost funetion~ direet estimates.

2 Partia1 substitution effeets, total energy consumption constant.

3 Total own-priee e1asticity, non-homothetie total eost funetion.
4 E1asticities of the ex ante produetion function

5 50% oi1 priee inerease, long-run adjustment ine1uding output ehange.
6 50% oi1 priee inerease, 10ng-run adjustment without investment eonstraints,

output eonstant.
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The different approaehes are refleeted in different notions and

measures of the elastiei ty of substitutione

The eoneept of elastieity of substitution, as originally introdueed

by Joan' Robinson (Robinson, 1933), is inte~ded to measure the

ease of substituting between two inputs, when output is held con

stant. It is usually defined as' the derivatlve of the ratlo of two

input levels with respect to the ratio of the two corresponding

input priees. For a production function with two inputs,

Q = f(x l' x2)' and the corresponding input prices, pl' P2' the

elastieity of substitution can be written as:

o
12

d ln(x 1/x 2 )

d ln(P2!Pl)

012 here grows larger as substitution becomes easier. Also, when

012 >11, the eost share of input l becomes larger relative to

the cost share of input 2 when input 2 becom'es relatively more

expensive.

With more than two inputs involved, however, different defini

tions of elastieity result from different choiees of the eeteris pa

ribus conditions under whleh the partiai derivatives are obtainedo

The most commonly used definition - the Allen-Uzawa partiai

elasticity of substit~tion - is simply a priee eross elastieity

weighted by the inverted value of the corresponding eost share:

°i j

d ln(x./x.)
l J

p . x . fL P . x .
J J i l l

d' l n x i l

· d In p =~
J. J

Q=Q

E .. ,
l J

where k j denotes the eost, share of the jth input. In this defini

tion all other inputs adjust optimally to the priee ehange.

As shown in Table 2, Dargay' s elastiei ty measures for total manu

facturing show complementarity between capital and energy,
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while energy and labor appear to be relatively independent of

each other. Oil comes out as a rather poor substitute for electr i

city, and also registers a low own-price elasticity.

Her results for the wood, pulp and paper industry, also shown in

the table, are very similar to those for total manufacturing al

though the complementar ity between capital and energy does not

register as strongly for this branch.

For iron and steel and other· primary metal industries the one

main divergence in results, compared to the wood, pulp and

paper industry, is the complementarity here registered also be

tween energy and labor.

As for intermediate goods, Dargay's results seem to support the

conclusion from Parks' earlier study of Swedish manufacturing

1870-1950, that capital and labor in most branches are not separ

able from intermediate goods (Parks, 1971).

In Jansson's production model for the iron and steel industry a

distinction can be made between the "potential" substitution possi

bili ties of the ex ante production function and the actual realiz

ed substitutions, which may to a large degree be determined by

"vintage effects", i.e. by the inertia due to older capital vin

tages. This may explain why energy shows up in his studyas a

strong substitute in the more narrow technological sense for both

capital and labor, while the opposite result is derived from Dar

gay's static model.

The elasticity measures recorded in the LP studies of Hultkrantz

and Lundgren are quite different from those used in the preced-

ing papers. Firstly, they are arc elast1cities, which means that

instead of being computed from parameters of estimated produc

tian functions, they are rough measures of average effects of 1n

tramarginal - and in fact quite drastic - price changes in the

model simulations.
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Secondly, there are in, the simulations important constraints 

concerning production capacity and raw material supply - on the

adjustment of inputs. In this regard their elastici ty measures are

not so much related to the Allen-Uzawa elastici tyas to the con

cept of "direct" elastici ty of substitution, which holds constant

other inputs than those directly concerned (McFadden, 1963).

Thirdly, what they compute are straightforward cross price elasti

ci ties and not elastici ties of substitution, although these two con

eepts are cl0sely related (cf. above).

Finally, in the case of Hultkrantz, the elasticities are not com

puted with output held constant, which means that the measured

effects of input price increases are also influenced by shrinking

total production.

This last point probably to a laige extent explains why Hult

krantz finds energy to be a complement not only to capital but

also to labor. For the case of regular neoelassic production func

tions it has been shown (Field-Allen, 1981) that a cross price elas

ticity with freely variable output can be defined as;

d In x.
n .. l k. nW,

d In - E:' . +
l J p. Pk = Pk l J J

J

k * j

where k j is the cost share of the jth input, n denotes the (eost)

price elastici ty of output, while W represents a function of the

rate of return to scale such that W= l when this rate is con

stant.

In Hultkrantz's Inodel, output will decrease with rlslng costs

while the rate of return to scale is non-increasing. Even if an oil

price hike would mean that capital and labor tended to replace

energy the consequent downscaling of produetion could therefore

lead to cOlnplernentarity being registered with this kind of elasti

ci ty measure. The sarne evidently is true in regard to the substl

tution relation between electricity and oil.
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The weak complementarity between oil and electricity in Lund

gren's model of the iron and steel industry seems instead to be

caused mainly by switches between different technologies. In the

short-run version, with effective constraints on investment, the

sign of the elastici ty is reversed due to the fact that the elec

tric arc furnace is then· still a viable option. The own-price elasti

ci ty for oil recorded by Lundberg for the long-run version seems

surprisingly large,. which. may at least partly be due to his proba

bly unrealistic assumption of flexible furnace equipment, making

possible a costless switch from oil to internally generated fuels

like coke-oven and blast-furnace gas.

Structural ~hange and energy use in the futur~

One of the reasons for measuring substitution possibilities is the

need to gauge the future energy requirements in Swedish manu

facturing. To discern future trends in industrial energy demand,

one must study the dynamics of industrial investment andgrowth,

analyzing the effects on specific energy use and tracing the

changing branch compositiono

That is the aim of the study by Ysander-Nordstr öm making up

Part III of this volume. The authors try to accomplish it by simu

lations on a dynamic macro model of the Swedish econorny, in

corporating a vintage approach to industrial capital, and a relati

vely detailed description of the different mechanisms for energy

substitution. Many of these mechanisms have been modeled using

the estimates of price elasticities derived by Dargay and Jansson.

Some of the most interesting results of this study are summariz

ed in Table 3. For each form of energy the change of total use

in manufacuring during the period 1980-2000 is recounted as the

change in production volume multiplied first by the change in

energy coefficients (structure ,being held constant) and then by

the change in energy use structure (energy coefficients being

kept constant).
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We see that for total energy the "structural" effect is of the

same magnitude as the change in specific energy usage. The

same is true, ,for total fuels and for· electr ici ty.' The change in

specific usage varies, however, between· the fuels' as tö both .sign

and magnitude. ' While specific usage, is halved in the case 'of oil

it increases almost by half for coal an'd by some thirty percent

for domestic fuels.

Some rather dramatic changes in the energy system are moreover

expected to occur during the period.' The closing down of nuclear

reactors, beginning in the 90s, willmean an end to the "electrici

ty glut" and will imply higher electricity prices, which can be ex

pected to cause a certain slow down both of mechanization and

electrification and of oil saving in manufacturing.

Table 3 Factors determining change of energy use in manu-

facturing, 1980-2000

Relative change 2000/1980 in:

total specific use b energy
production • energy structure use
volume usagea

Oil 1.65 0.52 0.93 0.79

Coal 1.65 1.46 0.86 2.07

Domestic
fuel 1.65 1.29 0.83 1.77

Total
fue1 1.65 0.90 0.87 1.29

Electri-
city 1.65 0.92 0.91 1.38

Total
energy 1.65 0.90 0.88 1.31

a Weighted average of specific energy usage with 1980 production
shares as weights.

b Weighted average of product1on shares with specific energy
usage in 2000 as weights.
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One way of summarizing the findings reported in Table 3 would

be to note that half the total energy savings up till .the turn of

the century would be realized even if the average energy-effi

ciency remained unchang~d within each manufacturing branch.

Having worked our way through the fTlaze of econometric estimat

es of sub~titution. possipilities within the manufacturing branches,

we thus come back to the conclusion already derived intuitively

from postwar experience. Energy saving and energy economy are

not just matters of public and private energy poliCY. They depend

as much on economic development in general and on the rate of

industrial restructuring in particular.
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